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Abstract
Cosmic reionization is known to be a major phase transition of the gas in the Universe. Since
astronomical objects formed in the early Universe, such as the first stars, galaxies and black
holes, are expected to have caused cosmic reionization, the formation history and properties
of such objects are closely related to the reionization process. In spite of the importance of
exploring reionization, our understandings regarding reionization is not sufficient yet. Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) is a next-generation large telescope that will be operated in the next
decade. Although several programs of next-generation telescopes are currently scheduled,
the SKA will be the unique telescope with a potential to directly observe neutral hydrogen up
to z ! 30, and provide us with valuable information on the Cosmic Dawn (CD) and the Epoch
of Reionization (EoR). The early science with the SKA will start in a few years; it is thus the
time for us to elaborate a strategy for CD/EoR Science with the SKA. The purpose of this
document is to introduce Japanese scientific interests in the SKA project and to report results
of our investigation.
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1. Nano-Hz GW



multi-wavelength GW astronomy
CMB PTA          space            ground

10-17Hz           ～1nHz 1mHz-0.1Hz        100Hz

primordial GW

SMBH binary

compact binary

supernova

cosmic string



pulsar timing array

PTA in a nutshell
- long-term
- precise timing
- multiple pulsars
- GW → shift pulse arrival
- typical shift ~ 10 nsec
- GW frequency
→ cadence and period
→ (1 week)-1 ~ (10 years)-1
→ 1μHz ～ 1nHz



Nano-Hz GW

パルサータイミングで探れるもの

超大質量ブラックホール連星

宇宙ひも

パルサータイミングで探れるもの

超大質量ブラックホール連星

宇宙ひも

super-massive cosmic strings
black hole binary

and more...



2. Pulsar Timing Array



pulsar
Jocelyn Bell

Antony Hewish

・periodic pulses
・period: 1msec ‒ 10 sec
・very stable
・currently ~2,500 known





msec pulsar

normal pulsar

magnetar



msec pulsar
・period: < 30 msec
shortest: 1.3 msec

・currently ~250 MSPs known
・O(10) MSPs with especially stable period
→ PTA, test of GR

・most MSPs are binary
→ spin-up by accretion

from the companion



Time Of Arrival
Most of pulsars are dim.
Individual pulses cannot
be observed.

To increase S/N,
we need to “fold”
data of O(10) min
assuming the period.
→ Time Of Arrival

Typically, in PTA, TOAs of
pulsars are determined
once a month, through
O(10) min observations.

– 5 –

Fig. 3.— Here we illustrate the technique of folding. In the top panel, we place ticks every 1

second in our data. In the middle panel, we fold over at these tick marks. In the bottom panel,

we add up the signal in each layer of our fold. In this way, we can find a weak pulsar that would

otherwise be lost in the noise. However, we must know the period of the pulsar ahead of time. In

this example, we used a period of one second.

detect—it gets swamped by background radio waves (what astronomers refer to as noise).

It is not all that di!erent from trying to see stars in the day time. The bright light from the
Sun makes the stars impossible to see. In the case of pulsars, the noise that is inherent in

our instruments makes a single pulse very di"cult to see, except in the case of the brightest

pulsars.

In order to solve this problem, astronomers must combine many pulses together in order to

build up a detectable signal. This is commonly referred to as folding. To get an idea for
how it works, imagine having a long strip of paper. On this paper we make a mark that

indicates the strength of a signal detected with our radio telescope—the higher the mark is

on the paper, the stronger the signal. Now imagine that we make these marks continuously
while someone pulls the strip of paper along underneath our pen. What we would have in

the end is a record of how strong our signal was during the course of our observation. On
the left of the paper is the first mark that we made, and on the right is the last mark. Each

mark represents the strength of the signal detected by our telescope at some point in time.

The paper might look something like Figure 3. Now because the pulsar is so weak, this
just looks like a bunch of random marks—that is the noise, or the background. Somewhere

buried in that noise is the signal from our pulsar. Let’s say that we know ahead of time

R. S. Lynch



principle of PTA
ミリ秒パルサー 地球一定周期の電波パルス

時間

電波強度

パルサータイミング法

slide from S. Kuroyanagi

time

radio flux

pulsar Earth



ミリ秒パルサー 地球

時間

電波強度

パルサータイミング法

重力波

→ 観測できる周波数 ∝ (観測時間)-1 ~ 10-8 ~ -9Hz

パルサーまでの距離 > 100光年

一定周期の電波パルス

time

slide from S. Kuroyanagi

principle of PTA

radio flux

pulsar Earth

gravitational wave

deviation from expectation
without GWs



timing residual

single binary source GW background

Hobbs (2011)

deviation of pulse arrival time from expectation



timing model
what affects pulse arrival time other than GW

TEMPO2, a new pulsar timing package. I: Overview 3

Figure 2. Tempo2 simulation of “white” (upper panel) and “red”
(lower panel) timing residuals. The lower panel contains both red
timing noise simulated using a steep power-law spectrum and a
small glitch event at MJD 51900. This figure was produced using
the fake and splk interfaces to tempo2.

of simulating pulsar timing residuals in the presence of red
noise or with glitch events (see Figure 2). These TOAs are
determined by repeatedly forming the pulsar timing resid-
uals and then subtracting these residuals from the TOAs
until the TOAs exactly match the timing model provided.
The simulated residuals are then output after the addition
of “white” (Gaussian) and/or “red” noise (modelled by sum-
ming many sinusoids with random phase, but with ampli-
tudes given by the requested power-law spectrum).

3 FORMING THE PULSE EMISSION TIME

The timing procedure starts by converting the measured
topocentric TOAs to the pulse emission time in the pul-
sar frame ignoring the frequency independent propagation
delay from the pulsar to the SSB. Full details of this trans-
formation, its accuracy and di!erences relative to tempo1

will be described in Paper II. Here we summarise the trans-
formation as

"t = "C +"A +"E!
+"R!

+"S!
!D/f2 +"VP +"B(1)

where "C contains various clock corrections (see §3.1), "A

the atmospheric propagation delays (§3.2), "E!
the Solar

System Einstein delay (§3.3), "R!
the Solar System Roemer

delay (§3.4), "S!
the Solar System Shapiro delay (§3.4.1),

D/f2 models the dispersive component of the light travel
time (§3.5), "vp describes the excess vacuum propagation
delay due to secular motion (§3.6) and "B contains terms
that describe any orbital motion (§5.3). In Table 2 we list
various e!ects that must be taken into account when forming
barycentric arrival times from the observed TOAs. The table
also provides a typical value or range for the magnitude of
each e!ect and whether or not it is included in tempo1.

3.1 Clock corrections

The TOAs provided to tempo2 are recorded against local
observatory clocks. Such clocks are typically derived from a
precision frequency standard with good short-term stability,

such as a hydrogen maser. On longer time scales (months to
years) these clocks deviate significantly from uniformity and
are therefore unsuitable for precision pulsar timing. How-
ever, it is generally possible to remove these errors down to
the precision provided by the best available terrestrial time
scale through the application of corrections derived from
monitoring the o!sets between pairs of clocks. For example,
the PPTA pulsars are observed at the Parkes observatory
where the o!set between the observatory 1 pulse-per-second
signal (derived from a hydrogen maser) is compared both
to the clock signal broadcast by Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) satellites and by common-view GPS monitor-
ing to the Australian national time scale UTC(AUS), main-
tained by the National Measurement Institute. The Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) in turn pub-
lishes a monthly bulletin (Circular T) tabulating o!sets be-
tween various clock pairs. Using Circular T, measurements
can be referred from an intermediate clock (e.g. UTC(AUS)
or GPS time) to Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). UTC
is a timescale formed through the weighting of data from
an ensemble of atomic clocks from around the world. This
in turn is related to Temps Atomique International (TAI)
by an integer number of “leap” seconds, which are inserted
to maintain approximate synchrony between UTC and the
irregular rotation of the Earth (these are announced in Bul-
letin C of the International Earth Rotation Service). TAI is
the most stable long-term time scale available in near real-
time.

The ultimate aim of the clock correction process is to
transform measurements into the Geocentric Celestial Ref-
erence System (GCRS), for which the coordinate time is
denoted TCG, expressed in units of the SI second. Owing to
their gravitational and rotational energy, terrestrial atomic
clocks made to approximate the SI second do not run at the
same rate as TCG. Instead, these clocks are used to define
realizations of a timescale known as Terrestrial Time (TT),
which di!ers from TCG by a constant rate in such a way
that its unit corresponds to the SI second on the surface of
the geoid. One possible realization of TT is obtained directly
from TAI:

TT(TAI) = TAI + 32.184 s, (2)

however TAI has instabilities and inaccuracies for which cor-
rections frequently become available at a later date. The
best available stability is currently provided by the retroac-
tive timescales published by the BIPM (Guinot 1988, Petit
2003), the most recent of which is denoted TT(BIPM04).

The tempo2 framework for handling clock corrections
was designed with maximum flexibility in mind, with the
possibility of processing data sets with a heterogeneous col-
lection of di!erent observatories, clocks, and clock correction
paths. The scheme is based around a database of ASCII files
tabulating the o!sets between named pairs of clocks. Given
the name of the clock against which a TOA is measured, and
the name of the realisation of TT to which it should be trans-
formed, corrections can be applied based upon a manually or
automatically determined sequence derived from linear in-
terpolation of values from files found in the database. Step
changes such as leap seconds are also possible. An ancillary
suite of programs allows for the production of tempo2 for-
mat files from external data sources such as Circular T, and

・clock correction
・atmospheric delay
・Einstein delay
・Roemer delay
・Shapiro delay
・dispersive delay
・pulsar peculiar motion
・pulsar binary motion

They all have different properties and need to be
included in the pulsar timing model.



timing model
what affects pulse arrival time other than GW

TEMPO2, a new pulsar timing package. I: Overview 3

Figure 2. Tempo2 simulation of “white” (upper panel) and “red”
(lower panel) timing residuals. The lower panel contains both red
timing noise simulated using a steep power-law spectrum and a
small glitch event at MJD 51900. This figure was produced using
the fake and splk interfaces to tempo2.

of simulating pulsar timing residuals in the presence of red
noise or with glitch events (see Figure 2). These TOAs are
determined by repeatedly forming the pulsar timing resid-
uals and then subtracting these residuals from the TOAs
until the TOAs exactly match the timing model provided.
The simulated residuals are then output after the addition
of “white” (Gaussian) and/or “red” noise (modelled by sum-
ming many sinusoids with random phase, but with ampli-
tudes given by the requested power-law spectrum).

3 FORMING THE PULSE EMISSION TIME

The timing procedure starts by converting the measured
topocentric TOAs to the pulse emission time in the pul-
sar frame ignoring the frequency independent propagation
delay from the pulsar to the SSB. Full details of this trans-
formation, its accuracy and di!erences relative to tempo1

will be described in Paper II. Here we summarise the trans-
formation as

"t = "C +"A +"E!
+"R!

+"S!
!D/f2 +"VP +"B(1)

where "C contains various clock corrections (see §3.1), "A

the atmospheric propagation delays (§3.2), "E!
the Solar

System Einstein delay (§3.3), "R!
the Solar System Roemer

delay (§3.4), "S!
the Solar System Shapiro delay (§3.4.1),

D/f2 models the dispersive component of the light travel
time (§3.5), "vp describes the excess vacuum propagation
delay due to secular motion (§3.6) and "B contains terms
that describe any orbital motion (§5.3). In Table 2 we list
various e!ects that must be taken into account when forming
barycentric arrival times from the observed TOAs. The table
also provides a typical value or range for the magnitude of
each e!ect and whether or not it is included in tempo1.

3.1 Clock corrections

The TOAs provided to tempo2 are recorded against local
observatory clocks. Such clocks are typically derived from a
precision frequency standard with good short-term stability,

such as a hydrogen maser. On longer time scales (months to
years) these clocks deviate significantly from uniformity and
are therefore unsuitable for precision pulsar timing. How-
ever, it is generally possible to remove these errors down to
the precision provided by the best available terrestrial time
scale through the application of corrections derived from
monitoring the o!sets between pairs of clocks. For example,
the PPTA pulsars are observed at the Parkes observatory
where the o!set between the observatory 1 pulse-per-second
signal (derived from a hydrogen maser) is compared both
to the clock signal broadcast by Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) satellites and by common-view GPS monitor-
ing to the Australian national time scale UTC(AUS), main-
tained by the National Measurement Institute. The Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) in turn pub-
lishes a monthly bulletin (Circular T) tabulating o!sets be-
tween various clock pairs. Using Circular T, measurements
can be referred from an intermediate clock (e.g. UTC(AUS)
or GPS time) to Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). UTC
is a timescale formed through the weighting of data from
an ensemble of atomic clocks from around the world. This
in turn is related to Temps Atomique International (TAI)
by an integer number of “leap” seconds, which are inserted
to maintain approximate synchrony between UTC and the
irregular rotation of the Earth (these are announced in Bul-
letin C of the International Earth Rotation Service). TAI is
the most stable long-term time scale available in near real-
time.

The ultimate aim of the clock correction process is to
transform measurements into the Geocentric Celestial Ref-
erence System (GCRS), for which the coordinate time is
denoted TCG, expressed in units of the SI second. Owing to
their gravitational and rotational energy, terrestrial atomic
clocks made to approximate the SI second do not run at the
same rate as TCG. Instead, these clocks are used to define
realizations of a timescale known as Terrestrial Time (TT),
which di!ers from TCG by a constant rate in such a way
that its unit corresponds to the SI second on the surface of
the geoid. One possible realization of TT is obtained directly
from TAI:

TT(TAI) = TAI + 32.184 s, (2)

however TAI has instabilities and inaccuracies for which cor-
rections frequently become available at a later date. The
best available stability is currently provided by the retroac-
tive timescales published by the BIPM (Guinot 1988, Petit
2003), the most recent of which is denoted TT(BIPM04).

The tempo2 framework for handling clock corrections
was designed with maximum flexibility in mind, with the
possibility of processing data sets with a heterogeneous col-
lection of di!erent observatories, clocks, and clock correction
paths. The scheme is based around a database of ASCII files
tabulating the o!sets between named pairs of clocks. Given
the name of the clock against which a TOA is measured, and
the name of the realisation of TT to which it should be trans-
formed, corrections can be applied based upon a manually or
automatically determined sequence derived from linear in-
terpolation of values from files found in the database. Step
changes such as leap seconds are also possible. An ancillary
suite of programs allows for the production of tempo2 for-
mat files from external data sources such as Circular T, and

important noise properties
・time scale: white noise or red noise
・intrinsic noise or common noise to all pulsars

→ spatially correlated or not

any noise 
- with a red power spectrum
- common to all pulsars
- spatially correlated
looks very similar to GW signal



red noise
unknown noise with a long-time scale
・systematics in timing model?
・some instability in pulsars?
・sometimes look similar to GW waveform

30 Publications of the Astronomical Society of Australia

Figure 10: Final post-fit timing residuals for the PPTA pulsars for the band and corrections as listed in
Table 7. The vertical extent of each subplot is adjusted to fit the data and its value is given below the
pulsar name. The dashed line marks zero residual.

PPTA



Solar System Ephemeris
・Time Of Arrival: observatory → the barycenter
・The barycenter can be known from
“Solar System Ephemeris” (SSE).

・Errors in SSE causes a noise, with a red spectrum
and a spatial correlation (dipole).

・Jupiter (11.9 years), Saturn (29.5 years)

wikipediaNASA



Hellings & Downs curve

θ

・cross-correlate timing
residuals of pulsar pairs

・GWB (quadrupole)
→ Hellings & Downs

・needs many pulsars

pulsar A

pulsar BGW

θ

Hellings & Downs curve



3. Current PTAs



current PTAs
3 ongoing PTAs
・PPTA
・EPTA
・NANOGrav

just launched
・CPTA
・InPTA

IPTA consortium
・joint data
・joint analysis



PPTA
Shannon+ (2015), “missing GW”?

The “standard” model was rejected.
(But, NANOGrav (2016) & Middleton+ (2018) proposed
other interpretations.)

 

 
Fig. 1. Residual pulse times of arrival, Δt, for the four pulsars used in our analysis. These 
are PSR J1909-3744 (panel A), PSR J0437-4715 (panel B), PSR J1713+0747 (panel C), and PSR 
J1744-1134 (panel D). 
  

   
  

 

Fig. 2. Predictions and limits on the GWB strain spectrum.  The black asterisks (labeled P15) 
shows the 95% confidence limit we obtain, assuming hc(f)=Ac,yr[f/(1 yr-1)]-2/3.  The other symbols 
show previously published limits from the European Pulsar Timing Array (triangle, labeled E15, 
Ref. 20), the North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves (circle, labeled 
N13, Ref. 29) collaborations, and our previous limit (square, labeled P13, Ref. 8).  Each panel 
shows a different prediction for the GWB as a shaded region that represents the 1-σ uncertainty, 
including four models for SMBH evolution, labeled S13 (9), M14 (10), K15 (12),  and R15 (11), 
which predict a power-law form for hc(f).  Models Exp (See supplementary section S2.2, Ref. 13) 
and R14 (22) include the effects of environmentally driven binary evolution and therefore predict 
more complex strain spectra.   The black curves show the nominal single-frequency sensitivities 
of our observations (see supplementary section S2.2, 13), and is above our limit because of the 
statistical penalties applied when searching individual frequencies.   In Panel D, the blue 
pentagon (labeled A95,SKA) shows the projected upper limit on Ac,yr obtained with a single-pulsar 
timing campaign with a next generation radio telescope (the SKA; see supplementary section 
S2.2, Ref. 13), and excludes all models considered with greater than 98% probability.  

  



NANOGrav
constraints on single GW sources
lower bounds on SMBH distance (Aggarwal+, 2018)



constraints on
parameters

Yonemaru, KT+, submitted
・GW burst from cosmic strings
・Parkes PTA data
・26 MSPs (2004 ‒ 2016)
・timing residual errors 〜 1μsec

cosmic string search
波形

• 波形 (Damour & Vilenkin (2000)) 

!

!
• パラメーター                                                                                            
-     : epoch                                                                                                      
… バーストの到来時刻                                                                              
-     : width                                                                                                                 
… バーストの継続時間

h+(t) =

(
Afit

h
|t� t0|1/3 �

�
1
2W

�1/3i
(t0 � 1

2W  t < t0 +
1
2W )

0 (otherwise)
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ループの形成
• 宇宙ひもどうしが交差すると、ひもどうしが繋ぎ替わりループ
を形成する。                                                                        
- 形成時のループサイズ : L ~α/ H (H : ハッブルスケール) 

!

!

• ループ上を逆方向に伝播する波が衝突                                                   
する際に”cusp”という特異点構造が                                                                          
でき、重力波が放射される。

Cosmic string？

loop

infinite 
string

infinite string becomes a loop by reconnection

strings emit gravitational waves 
especially from singular structures 

kink cusp

loops lose energy and shrink by emitting 
gravitational waves and eventually evaporate

burst
waveform



Kumamoto, Hisano, KT+, 2016, 2018, 2019
・extend sensitivity of PTA to even lower frequencies
→ sub-nanoHz
・use statistics of pulsar spin-down rate

ultra-low frequency GW

distribution of spin-down rate



4. NANOGrav
12.5-year Data

Arzoumanian et al., arXiv:2009.04496



NANOGrav 12.5-year Data
claims:
・the detection of a red noise
- common to all pulsars
- with a power-law spectrum
consistent with that expected from SMBHBs

・not enough evidence for the spatial correlation
- quadrupole is slightly favored compared
to monopole, dipole & no correlation

Not GWB yet,
but possibly a big step forward for the detection



12.5-year Data Set
GWB analysis
・47 MSPs, July 2004 ‒ June 2017
・use MSPs with observations longer than 3 years
18 (9-year) → 34 (11-year) → 45 (12.5-year)

・improved analysis pipelines
・latest Solar System Ephemeris (DE438)
- information from Juno spacecraft
- uncertainty in Jupiter orbit, ~50km → ~10km

・red noise power spectrum

α=-2/3 for GWB from SMBHBs



GWB spectrum
spatially-uncorrelated common-spectrum noise
- single power law, broken power law, free
- red noise for low frequencies
- white noise for high frequencies
- index is marginally consistent with SMBHBs



amplitude
marginalized posterior for amplitude of
common red noise, fixing α=-2/3

・relatively narrow
distribution

・5-95% quantiles:
(1.4-2.7) x 10-15
under fixed SSE
DE438

・slightly depends
on SSE



model comparison
comparison of models (M1 & M2) by Bayes factor



spatial correlation
spatial correlation models
・quadrupole (HD): GWB
・dipole: SSE error
・monopole: clock error
consistent with HD, but not strongly supported

angle between pulsars angle between pulsars

hybrid Bayesian



model comparison
comparison of models (M1 & M2) by Bayes factor



dropout analysis
contribution of each pulsar to Bayes factor

~10: positively contributing ~3: negatively contributing



some pulsars
largest positive contribution

largest negative contribution

no contribution



comparison of results
GWB amplitude

1.4 x 10-15

2.7 x 10-15

12.5 year
5-95%

11 year
95%

9 year
95%

1.45 x 10-15 1.5 x 10-15

inconsistent with previous results?
difference in priors, SSE?



toward the detection of GWB

3 steps toward GWB
1. improving upper bounds
2. detecting common red noise
3. detecting spatial correlation

We may be standing at the 2nd stage, but
it is critically important to check the consistency by
- not just future larger data sets of NANOGrav
- but other pipelines, data sets of other PTAs

because PTA is dominated by systematics.



5. Square Kilometre Array



Square Kilometre Array

SKA-low
・Australia
・50 - 350MHz
・400,000 antennas

SKA-mid
・South Africa
・350MHz - 24GHz
・2,000 dishes

next-generation low frequency radio telescope
・high sensitivity, wideband, wide FoV
・phase1 construction: 2021~
・phase2 construction: 2028~



SKA science
Key Sciences
・pulsars & GW
・epoch of reionization
・cosmic magnetism
・galaxy evolution
・astrobiology
・transients
・cosmology

2,000 pages, 8.8 kg!



SKA pulsar survey
SKA1 survey
・9,000 normal pulsars
・1,400 MSPss
SKA2 survey
・30,000 normal pulsars
・3,000 MSPs

with so many pulsars…
・statistics
- luminosity function
- mass function

・rare pulsars
- sub-msec pulsar
- MSP-MSP binary
- very stable MSPs for PTA



future prospect
slide from Kramerbefore SKA1

- constraining models
- possible detection

SKA1
- increased good MSPs
O(10) → O(100)

- enough sensitivity
- measure GWB spectrum
& possibly anisotropy

- detect individual sources

We need to understand the systematics deeply
before the SKA1, in order to enjoy the SKA1.



SKA-Japan pulsar team
Keitaro Takahashi (chair)
T. Aoki, H. Imai, H. Ohno, O. Kameya, H. Kumamoto
S. Kuroyanagi, S. Shibata, M. Sekido, K. Takefuji, S. Hisano
T. Terasawa, A. Naruko, M. Honma, N. Yonemaru, C. Yoo

mixed team of pulsar theory, pulsar observation
VLBI, general relativity and cosmology
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Japanese Cosmic Dawn/Epoch of Reionization
Science with the Square Kilometre Array
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Susumu INOUE3, Tomoaki ISHIYAMA4 , Hayato SHIMABUKURO1,5 , Keitaro
TAKAHASHI5 , Hiroyuki TASHIRO1 , Hidenobu YAJIMA6 , Shu-ichiro
YOKOYAMA7 , Kohji YOSHIKAWA8 , Shintaro YOSHIURA5 , on behalf of Japan
SKA Consortium (SKA-JP) EoR Science Working Group
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Abstract
Cosmic reionization is known to be a major phase transition of the gas in the Universe. Since
astronomical objects formed in the early Universe, such as the first stars, galaxies and black
holes, are expected to have caused cosmic reionization, the formation history and properties
of such objects are closely related to the reionization process. In spite of the importance of
exploring reionization, our understandings regarding reionization is not sufficient yet. Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) is a next-generation large telescope that will be operated in the next
decade. Although several programs of next-generation telescopes are currently scheduled,
the SKA will be the unique telescope with a potential to directly observe neutral hydrogen up
to z ! 30, and provide us with valuable information on the Cosmic Dawn (CD) and the Epoch
of Reionization (EoR). The early science with the SKA will start in a few years; it is thus the
time for us to elaborate a strategy for CD/EoR Science with the SKA. The purpose of this
document is to introduce Japanese scientific interests in the SKA project and to report results
of our investigation.
Key words: reionization, first stars, galaxies

c! 2016 Japan SKA Consortium



6. Summary



10-17Hz           ～1nHz 1mHz-0.1Hz        100Hz

summary
・a unique part of multi-wavelength GW astronomy
・3+2 PTAs are ongoing
・interesting results from NANOGrab but to be
confirmed by other pipelines & data sets

・SKA is the ultimate telescope for PTA

CMB PTA          space            ground


